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Nanocharacterization (2nd Edition) Edited by Angus I Kirkland and Sarah J Haigh 

RSC Nanoscience & Nanotechnology 

Graham C. Smith, Department of Natural Sciences, University of Chester, Thornton Science Park, 

Chester, CH2 4NU, UK 

Introduction to topic 

The Official Journal of the European Union (2011) defines Nanomaterial as “a natural, incidental or 
manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an 
agglomerate and where, for 50 % or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or 
more external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm-100 nm”.  Nanoscience and nanotechnology are 
therefore those branches of science and technology that deal with materials or objects whose 
behaviour critically depends on dimensions of less than 100 nm.  This is more widely interpreted as 
the manipulation and exploitation of materials on a scale comparable to atomic or molecular 
dimensions.  At the nanoscale, materials become more “surface” and less bulk-like in their 
properties, resulting in profound changes to their behaviour and capacity for technological 
exploitation.  As nanotechnologies become ever more pervasive in our daily life, the need for 
sensitive high resolution techniques to image, analyse and characterise these materials becomes 
urgent.  There is a wide range of techniques that can detect or provide information on nano-scale 
aspects of materials, but the most successful approaches to simultaneous nano-scale imaging and 
analysis in materials science have been based around electron microscopy and scanned probe 
techniques. 

 

Description of contents 

This book is the second edition of the well-received 1st edition from 2007, edited by Kirkland and 

Hutchinson.  There are some changes and additions to the chapter titles, with updates to reflect 

current developments.  The book is logically structured and takes the reader from conventional 

transmission electron microscopy through scanning transmission and scanning tunnelling 

microscopies via in-situ elemental analysis techniques to electron holography, electron tomography 

and recent developments in scanned electron and ion microscopy.  The principles and applications 

of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), in many respects the traditional workhorse of nano-

characterization, are described in Chapter 1 by David Smith.  Smith covers the operating principles in 

the standard imaging mode, provides a useful and thorough survey of applications, and ends with a 

consideration of practical concerns and emerging trends including the detection and correction of 

aberrations.  Aberration correction is considered further in Chapter 2, this time from the point of 

view of probe correction in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM).  The account is clear 

and readable, with sufficient references that the interested reader can follow up the complexities 

elsewhere.  Martin Castell’s chapter on scanning tunnelling microscopy begins with a historical 

introduction, covers the operating principles and is illustrated with images showing atomic 

resolution on metallic, semiconducting and organic surfaces.  The manipulation of individual atoms 

to create a variety of novel structures is discussed, along with tunnelling spectroscopy, the 

prevalence of tip artefacts, and future prospects for atom-scale manipulation technologies.  

Subsequent chapters on electron energy loss spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

in the TEM (Ward et al.), electron holography (Dunin-Borkowski et al.), electron tomography 

(Wayland & Midgely), and scanning electron and ion microscopy (Erdman & Bell) maintain the high 

standard of the earlier chapters. 



 

Comparison with existing literature 

This book falls neatly between the specialised technique-based texts and the more general 

introductions to nanoscience and nanotechnology.  Examples of the former include Brydson’s 

Aberration Corrected Analytical Transmission Electron Microscopy (Wiley, 2011) or Fultz and Howe’s 

Transmission Electron Microscopy and Diffractometry of Materials (Springer 2013), among several 

others.  These cover the theoretical background and the details of the experimental aspects more 

rigorously than in the current text, but are aimed at the more specialised readership.  At the 

opposite end of the spectrum, many excellent books cover the science and technology of materials 

on the nano-scale but take aspects of visualisation and characterisation almost for granted.  This 

does not necessarily detract from e.g. Binns’ Introduction to Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 

(Wiley, 2010) or several similar examples, but does leave a gap in the coverage which is nicely 

addressed by Kirkland and Haigh’s book. 

 

Critical Assessment 

The book is well produced and profusely illustrated with high quality diagrams and images from a 

wide range of materials and techniques.  The editors have taken care to ensure, wherever possible, 

consistency of level, approach and style across the chapters.  The overall structure is coherent and 

logical.  With a book of this type, it is always possible to identify gaps (for example, secondary ion 

mass spectrometry is now possible on the nanometre or near-nanometre scale), however, within the 

scope of the book the coverage is excellent and the editors have brought together an expert team of 

authors.  The literature references are comprehensive, and the subject index appears thorough. 

 

Readership recommendation 

The individual chapters of the book all provide thorough introductions to their topics and outline the 

theory and practice of the technique without going into excessive detail.  All give sufficient original 

literature references to enable the interested reader to pursue more in-depth treatments if 

necessary.  This approach leaves the book accessible to a relatively wide readership.  Final year 

undergraduates in the physical sciences engaged in project work involving electron or scanned probe 

microscopy would find the book useful; post-graduate students using the techniques or the results 

of their application will find it invaluable, and the scientist working in nanomaterials applications or 

development and needing guidance on characterisation would be equally well advised to consult this 

text. 

 

Summary 

This is a timely update to a previously well-received text.  It provides an excellent overview with 

sufficient detail to guide the interested reader to more specialised texts, and is recommended for a 

wide readership with interest in electron microscopy and scanned probe characterisation of 

nanomaterials. 

 


